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Abstract

In this report, we detail our submission to the CVPR
2020 visual localization challenge. Previous work on
sparse-to-dense matching showed outstanding robustness to
extreme conditions, but lacks precision due to the low res-
olution of deep feature maps. We introduce a simple al-
gorithm to refine the estimated pose based on the feature-
metric error, and demonstrate improved localization accu-
racy. This, combined with better feature selection, results in
state-of-art night localization on the RobotCar dataset.

1. Introduction

Visual localization is traditionally performed by match-
ing local features across images [18, 17, 15, 16]. This as-
sumes that such local features can be reliably detected [8,
3, 4, 13, 14] across conditions, and can be subsequently
described with invariant descriptors. Obtaining repeatable
features is however very difficult in extreme changing con-
ditions, often involving heavy motion blur, specularities,
noise, and lighting variations [18, 11, 1].

Germain et al. [5, 6] break from this paradigm by ex-
haustively matching features of sparse 3D points to all pix-
els of a dense feature map extracted from the query im-
age. The corresponding 2D point is thereby selected as
the location with maximum similarity. This detection-by-
description scheme, which bears similarity with the train-
ing loss of recent keypoint detectors [4, 9], produces robust
correspondences even in extreme conditions.

Sparse-to-dense hypercolumn matching (S2DHM) how-
ever can suffer from poor localization accuracy, since the
resolution of the feature maps is limited by the high com-
putational cost of the exhaustive matching, and an offset of
a few pixels can shift the estimated pose by a few meters.
S2DHM is at best capable of pixel-level accuracy, while
keypoint detectors often perform sub-pixel refinement. In
parallel, several works exploit feature-metric objectives for
dense bundle-adjustment [19], dense image alignment [10],
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Figure 1: Feature matching accuracy. Correspond-
ing sparse-to-dense feature matches between reference and
query images. The matched detections on the query image
(red) are a few pixels off from the points detected in the ref-
erence image (blue). Our pose refinement moves the points
closer to their ground truth reprojections (blue), resulting in
more accurate pose.

or semi-dense relocalization tracking [20], exploiting the
powerful representations learned by deep networks.

Inspired by these approaches, we propose to exploit the
global alignment of features to refine the pose, and thus the
position of the sparse detections. We define the feature-
metric (FME) error between reference and query pixel by
taking the difference in the hypercolumns corresponding to
these pixels. By optimizing the feature-metric error, we ob-
tain sub-pixel detections consistent with an absolute pose.
This improves the pose accuracy in difficult conditions, can
use off-the-shelf dense deep features, and is fast. We im-
prove the selection of layers used in [5], and apply our re-
finement procedure to these layers. This significantly im-
proves the performance on the RobotCar dataset, especially
for night-time localization.

2. Method
We now present our feature-metric pose refinement al-

gorithm. In Fig. 1, the feature correspondences obtained
using the original S2DHM pipeline between the reference
image (left) and the query image (right) are depicted. Look-
ing closely, we observe that the inital matches (red) in the
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Figure 2: Correlation map for hypercolumn matching.
First row depicts a reference (left) and a query image (right)
with corresponding matches in red. Second row shows the
correlation map from a reference feature to the dense query
feature map. Correlation of the deeper layers of the network
are shown left, while the right image shows correlations of
the earlier layers of the network.

query image are a few pixels off from their corresponding
reference matches (blue). This pixel-level error can result
in large errors for the pose estimate [6]. In Fig. 2 we
show the correlation map generated by sparse-to-dense fea-
ture matching. The bottom left image is a correlation map
for the features from the deeper layers. These features pro-
vide larger radius of convergence, but have poor resolution.
The bottom right image shows the feature correlation of the
earlier layers of the network. It is clear that these features
do not have large convergence radius, but they are useful in
sub-pixel refinement of the pose due to strong gradients.

Next, we describe how we used feature gradients to do
feature-metric PnP (FM-PnP) pose optimization.

2.1. Pose Refinement using Feature-Metric PnP

The proposed algorithm aims to refine the 6D camera
pose of a query image with dense descriptors. The ref-
erence image can be a simple daytime image of the same
scene where sparse or dense 2D-3D correspondences are
available, e.g. from LIDAR or SfM.

Since the initial projection of the points in the query im-
age needs to be within convergence radius of the feature-
gradients, and in many cases those gradients are only
smooth close to the optimal pose, a good initialization T0

is crucial. The pose obtained by running RANSAC+PnP on
the S2DHM matches is often sufficiently accurate.

The feature-metric PnP algorithm can be summarized by
the following steps:

1. initialize the query camera pose T = T0;

2. project all 3D points onto the query image;

3. compute the feature-metric loss;

4. optimize the pose using Levenberg-Marquardt.

Given the query image Iq and the reference image Ir,
as well as the corresponding query and reference feature
maps Fq,Fr ∈ RW×H×C , we refine the camera pose Tq

associated with the query image using feature-metric PnP
optimization.

We define the feature-metric error (residual) between
aligned query and reference locations originating from a 3D
point Pi as:

ri(Tq) = Fq(π(Pi,Tq))− Fr(pi). (1)

The function π(·, ·) projects the point onto the 2D query
image space, given a pose, and pi = π(Pi,Tr) is the pro-
jection of the 3D point onto the reference image. The total
feature-metric loss can be written as follows:

L(Tq) =
∑
i

ρ(rTi ri), (2)

where ρ(·) is a suitable robust loss function, eg. the Bar-
ron [2] or Huber [7] loss.

The minimization of the total feature-metric loss L
is performed using the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algo-
rithm [12], which iteratively linearizes and solves for an
optimal update ∆Tq to the solution using:

∆Tq = (JTJ + λ diag(JTJ))−1JT r, (3)

where J is the Jacobian of the loss with respect to the pose,
r is the residual computed in the current iteration, and λ is
the regularization strength.

2.2. Integration into S2DHM

We integrate our optimization pipeline with the S2DHM
feature matching [5]. We notice that the features origi-
nally used are of low resolution, while sub-pixel optimiza-
tion greatly benefits from higher resolution maps. For
this purpose, we add new earlier layers from the same
trained VGG network. Specifically, we use the layers
conv 2 2, conv 3 3, conv 4 1, conv 4 3, conv 5 1
of the trained VGG network from [5], for sparse-to-dense
matching as well as feature-metric PnP optimization. We
visualize the camera-pose change and feature movement af-
ter the pose optimization.
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Robotcar-Seasons Extended CMU - Seasons

Day-All Night-All Urban Suburban Park

Threshold [m] 0.25m 0.5m 5m 0.25m 0.5m 5m 0.25m 0.5m 5m 0.25m 0.5m 5m 0.25m 0.5m 5m
Threshold [°] 2° 5° 10° 2° 5° 10° 2° 5° 10° 2° 5° 10° 2° 5° 10°

S2DHM 45.7 78.0 95.1 22.3 61.8 94.5 65.7 82.7 91.0 66.5 82.6 92.9 54.3 71.6 84.1

S2DHM (repr.) 46.7 77.8 95.1 28.4 69.5 94.6 - - - - - - - - -
+ FM-PnP 47.7 77.0 93.5 29.6 70.2 94.6 - - - - - - - - -

S2DHM NL 50.7 79.5 95.2 33.0 68.6 94.6 63.3 82.2 95.9 55.7 78.0 94.7 50.6 72.1 88.1
+ FM-PnP 52.8 80.0 95.2 34.4 69.7 94.6 62.9 81.9 95.9 55.1 77.6 94.7 50.1 72.0 88.1

Table 1: Localization results. We report the percent of estimated poses below three thresholds (fine, medium, coarse) on
different sequences of the Robotcar-Seasons [11] and Extended-CMU-Seasons [1] dataset. Blue highlights the (equally) best
performance in each threshold. The first row is the data of S2DHM as reported by Germain et. al. [5], while the second row
is a rerun of their code with our parameters explained in section 2.3. S2DHM NL refers to our run of S2DHM with features
as described in section 2.2. Rows with + FM-PnP show the localization accuracy after optimizing for the FME.

2.3. Implementation Details

We evaluate our approach on the RobotCar-Seasons [11]
and Extended CMU-Seasons [1] dataset. We use the 3D
pointclouds triangulated by Germain et al. [5] for both
datasets. As a baseline implementation for image retrieval
and feature extraction, we used the publicly available source
code of Germain [5] and integrated our FM-PnP in there.
For both datasets, we retrieve N = 30 images and we com-
pute the initial pose with RANSAC+PnP, using a reprojec-
tion threshold of 12.0 pixels and pre-filtering the S2DHM
matches with a ratio factor f = 0.006 [5]. The database im-
age with the highest number of inliers and the correspond-
ing estimated pose are selected for our FM-PnP refinement.
If all image have fewer than 12 inlier matches, the estimated
poses are deemed unstable and we instead select the first re-
trieved image and its own pose.

We perform our FM-PnP on the selected database im-
age, using the 3D points labeled by RANSAC as inliers.
We optimize for 50 iterations using the vanilla L2 loss and
an adaptive damping factor λ = 0.1. The features of the
2D projections in the (1024 × 1024) images are bilinearly
interpolated from the (256× 256) dense feature maps. Fea-
ture gradients are obtained by applying Sobel filters, and
are similarly bilinearly interpolated. Correspondences with
query image pixel coordinates outside of the feature map
are excluded at each iteration, but are reconsidered if they
are back in the supported domain at the next iteration.

3. Experimental Results
Localization results. We benchmark our method against

S2DHM [5], which achieved state-of-the-art results in local-
ization for the night-query on the Robotcar-Seasons dataset.
We use the evaluation procedure described in [18] on all se-
quences of both the datasets. In Table 1, the percentage of

images below three pose thresholds are reported as a metric
for pose estimation accuracy on the Robotcar-Seasons [11]
and Extended CMU-Seasons [1] datasets. To the best of our
knowledge, we achieve state-of-the-art results on the chal-
lenging nighttime scenario in the Robotcar-Seasons dataset.
We also improve S2DHM on daytime query images in
Robotcar. Our method contributes the biggest improve-
ments in the lowest threshold, where the initial pose is close
enough that our FME optimizer can converge and improve
the pose.

Our method however decreases the accuracy in the CMU
dataset on the lower thresholds. We observed that the ma-
jority of the drop comes from using different layers and a
different ratio factor than Germain et. al. [5], which we
optimized for the Robotcar-Seasons dataset. Still, FM-PnP
decreases the accuracy in the lowest threshold by around
0.5%, although reducing the FME. The exact reasoning for
that needs further investigation, but it suggests that a re-
duction of the FME does not always correlate with a better
pose. Also see Fig. 1, where a few correspondences are
further away from the reference pixel location after the op-
timization.

Pose change. In Table 2, we report the absolute pose-
and FME change observed in both datasets. Despite the de-
crease in FME being rather small (relative change is around
2.5%), and correspondences only moving by a few pix-
els, the pose still changes by about 0.5m, suggesting that
we will mostly improve in the lower thresholds and sup-
porting the reported improvements with FM-PnP in Table
1. In the Extended CMU-Seasons dataset, the FME re-
duction through FM-PnP is even smaller, and we observe
worse results in terms of localization accuracy there. This
hints that we converged into a local minima, which is po-
tentially a worse estimation than the pose obtained from
RANSAC+PnP.
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Pose change [m] FME change [-]

median 95% median 95%

Robotcar 0.449 2.216 6.401E-3 1.593E-2

Extended CMU 0.226 5.421 7.435E-4 1.00E-1

Table 2: Observed pose and FME changes. Median
and 95%-Quantile of the absolute pose- and FME-change
through FM-PnP in S2DHM with the new layers.

Figure 3: Pose update and feature points. A small move-
ment of the query points, in the left image, results in a trans-
lation of more than 5 meters between the initial (blue) and
the final (red) camera poses, as shown in the right image.

As we can see in Fig. 1, after the optimization most of
the keypoints are moving towards the ground truth reference
points (from red to green) resulting in a more accurate pose
estimate. In Fig. 3 we also observe that even with a small
movement of the matched points (left), camera movements
are very large. Still, some points in Fig. 1 are moving away
from the ground truth reference points. This can be the case
where the 3D structure associated to the reference image is
not very accurate.

Generalization. To show the applicability of our
method on other features, we used the dense descriptors
from D2-Net [4] within the S2DHM framework and opti-
mized the poses for the feature-metric error there. Table 3
shows that our proposed optimization also improves the lo-
calization accuracy despite not being tuned for these fea-
tures.

Feature matches. Fig. 4 shows the inlier correspon-
dences between a reference (day) and a query (night) im-
age from the RobotCar-Seasons dataset with a 2px repro-
jection error threshold. The matches in the top image are
obtained from RANSAC+PnP after S2DHM. The improved
final pose estimate through our FME-optimization increases
the number of inlier correspondences.

Robotcar-Seasons

Day-All Night-All

Threshold [m] 0.25m 0.5m 5m 0.25m 0.5m 5m
Threshold [°] 2° 5° 10° 2° 5° 10°

D2-Net 39.8 73.5 94.9 14.5 47.0 89.4

+ FM-PnP 41.1 74.1 94.9 14.8 47.0 89.4

Table 3: Optimization on D2-Net descriptors. Reported
percent of estimated poses below three localization thresh-
olds (fine, medium, coarse) before and after using FM-PnP
on the D2-Net [4] features. Blue highlights the (equally)
best performance in each threshold.

Figure 4: Feature matches. Inlier correspondences before
and after FM-PnP. We obtain more correspondences after
the optimization.

4. Conclusion

We show that using feature-metric error optimization,
we can improve the pose estimates. In the future, integrat-
ing this optimization into a robust pose-estimation pipeline
should result in even more accurate poses. Also, if we could
train a network in a way that the obtained dense descriptors
have a more prominent gradient towards the FME minimas,
we could increase the radius of convergence for our method,
so that FM-PnP is less impacted by wrong initial poses.
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